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1. Introduction
The relevance of Darwin-Wallacean theory of evolution on scientific inquiries in general has
been under astringent scrutiny, principally that by the camps of proponents of Creationism or
Intelligent Design.  Richard Dawkins and Daniel Dennett have tried to make explicit the
structure and fallacy of the argumentation of the camps and go on to strictly criticize the role of
religions that is against the proper public understanding of science in their provocative works,
among them, The God Delusion and Breaking the Spell. Both of the Darwinian philosophers
noticeably remark the significance of the Game Theory in their books, The Selfish Gene and
Darwin's Dangerous Idea, leaving detailed and specialized verbalization of the properly
grounded research scheme in humanities, including linguistics, in charge of the expertise of the
researchers in those fields of theoretical works on the architecture and experimental
verifications of them.
What is at stake in our effort in identifying the properly grounded research schemes in
humanities is to discern (i) elements and (ii) the mutual relations among them, e.g., parallel or
hierarchical organizations.  Marvin Minsky’s notion of “Society of Mind” gives us a key to our
understanding of the two points to discuss:  our minds are constituted of sub-elements of the
mind. Thus with respect to the first point, the notion of meme as described by Dawkins and
Dennett may well be regarded as constituents of cultural sub-elements, or strategies, of our
mind, which can either be procedural or declarative.  The dichotomy of procedural and
declarative strategies is applicable to human behaviors, including linguistic communication.  A
brief conjecture of the second point, when it is examined from the game-theoretic terms, would
lead to a plausible assumption that the memes can be argued to be either cooperative or non-
cooperative and that they are either parallelly or hierarchically aligned.
The same course of argumentation is applicable to our process of constructing a linguistic
theory that is explanatorily adequate and conceptually necessary in the sense of Noam
Chomsky’s work.  Our contention is that we are able to construct a theory of linguistics that is
soundly and properly grounded by arguing that the grammar is an aggregation of grammatical
processing gadgets, which can either be mutually cooperative or non-cooperative and which are
either parallelly or hierarchically aligned to give optimal outputs from the grammar of a
language.  The gadgets are by definition capable of generating a significantly specified set of
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strategies to give game-theoretic pay-off relations, as exemplified below:1
(1) Game-Theoretic Pay-Off Matrix of Gadgets A and B
In the table above, Gadget A gives three strategies that interact with the two strategies given
by Gadget B, where we have six outputs.  The optimal output of the interaction of the two
gadgets is identified by the total sum of the pay-off, signaled by the index sign.  In our approach,
the notion of meme is interpreted to be what we call gadget.
The corollaries of our approach is (i) that we may have a properly grounded research scheme
shared by various fields of inquiries in humanities and (ii) that our approach is an outright
alternative to Optimality Theory propounded by McCarthy, Prince and Smolensky.
2. Ontology of Meme, Language and Society
This section locates the ontology of meme, language and society in the dichotomized world
view of religion and atheism and it goes on to relate a story of a unified theory of language,
culture and humanity that we adopt and in turn contributes to an optimized interpretation of
the theories of games and evolution.  By the term optimized, I mean that a reinterpretation
would be needed to accomplish any linkage, i.e., the consilience in the sense of Wilson (1998:8),
between the theories of games and of evolution on the one hand and the theories of language,
culture and humanity, on the other.
The major tenet of the present paper is articulated as follows:
(2) Subset Hypothesis on Agency (SHA)
Agency is an interaction among strategies given by a set of agentive gadgets. 
Within our unified theoretical framework of language, culture and humanity, the term agency
is a cover term that captures the foundational underpinnings of the linguistic systems, cultural
diversities, and humanly behaviors, mind and spirituality.  In this vein the concept of evolution
will be reinterpreted to be an enrichment or impoverishment of the set of agentive gadgets and
their possible strategies: Evolution is a cumulative process of systematic installation of new
mental gadgets and strategies.
The SHA has some significant repercussions on the researches into the enriched and unified
theorization of the grammars of individual languages, the mental and spiritual foundations of
cultures, and human behaviors, mind and spirituality.  Significant corollaries are immediately
borne out:  (i) humanly natural, mental processes are produced by the interaction of those
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１ Readers are referred to Takahashi (2008a, b, to appear) as for the game-theoretic foundations of the theory of
language.
Gadget A (1st dimension)
Strategy a Strategy b Strategy c
Strategy 1 1a, 51 5b, 11 3c, 31
Strategy 2 1a, 32 5b, 42 3c, 22
Gadget B (2nd
dimension)
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strategies from the gadgets and (ii) the notion of evolution is explicitly translated into the
cumulative process of systematic installation of new neuronal gadgets.  These corollaries can be
taken to be formal realization of (i) what Darwin and Wallace (1858) put into their concept of
natural selection and (ii) what Dawkins (2006) and Dennett (1995) lay out to build a sound
scientific framework for the study of humanity.  In fact, Dawkins and Dennett recognize the
conceptual necessity of the game-theoretic foundations of their renewed interpretation of what is
called Darwinism.  Thus, the SHA is a natural consequence of the research scheme that they
outlined, and this hypothesis enforces the ontology of the game-theoretic interactions among
gadgets that generate what we call linguistic systems, cultural diversities, and humanly
behaviors, mind and spirituality.
It is crucial in this vein to note (i) that the strategies can be hierarchical in the organization
and can be “over a fairly long span” (Dixit and Skeath (2004:28)), which implies that the theory is
applicable to the theory of evolution, (ii) that the notion of payoffs are that “they [payoffs-YT]
capture everything in the outcomes of the game that he [the player-YT] and that the payoffs
may be calculated as “average of the payoffs associated with each component outcome, each
weighted by its probability” (Dixit and Skeath (2004:29)), (iii) that the concept of rational behavior
refers merely to the processes of pursuing one’s own value system consistently,” (iv) that under
the heading Common Knowledge of Rules, Dixit and Skeath (2004:31) assume that “the players
have a common understanding of the rules of the game,” (v) that agents seek for the so-called
Equilibrium, which “simply means that each player is using the strategy that is the best
response to the strategies of the other players” (Dixit and Skeath (2004:33).  It is significant
further to note that Game Theory argues for the innateness hypothesis when we suppose that
“each player comes to the game with a particular strategy ‘hardwired’ or ‘programmed’ in.”
Thus it is quite natural to assume that the principles of the theory of games are the
underpinnings of what we call the generative approaches to language in general.
3. A Game-Theoretic Analysis of the Interactions among Memes 
Dawkins (2006:323) is decent enough to accept the ontology of meme:
(3) ... he [Delius-YT] is bold enough to ram home the point by actually publishing a picture of
what the neuronal hardware of a meme might look like.
As a working hypothesis, I would like to assume that memes are subcategorized into
linguistic rules, cultural tendencies, and social institutions.  In fact, it is arguable that the three
systems are instantiated as linkings of neural networking in the brain and/or mind.  Chomsky
(2000:4) goes further to assume that the “faculty of language can reasonably be regarded as a
‘language organ’ in the sense in which scientists speak of the visual system, or immune system,
or circulatory system, as organs of the body. ... We assume further that the language organ is
like other in that its basic character is an expression of the genes.” I would like to cite Rawls’s
(1971:5) commitment on the innateness of the social mind:
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(4) ... Existing societies are of course seldom well-ordered in this sense, for what is just and unjust
is usually in dispute....  Yet we may still say, despite this disagreement, that they each have a
conception of justice.  That is, they understand the need for, and they are prepared to affirm,
a characteristic set of principles for assigning basic rights and duties and for determining
what they take to be the proper distribution of the benefits and burdens of social cooperation.
We may add that children are already careful about how the cake is cut in front of them.
Only for expository purpose, I would like to begin with a two-dimensional game-theoretic pay-
off matrix in a general format:
(4) A General Format for Game-Theoretic Pay-Off Matrix
Let us assume a Koizumi Meme, which has three strategies: political strategies, powerfulness,
and his worship for X-Japan.  We may postulate a very simplified dichotomized view of the mind
with respect to voting of the young:  disinterest on political matters and advocacy for a certain
political party or person (or, idol).  Thus, we may have the following game-theoretic matrix:
(5) Koizumi Meme and the Young
Assuming that the optimal equilibrium among the gadget is identified with respect to the
total sum of the pay-offs, the culturally stable strategy would be the state where we have the
strategy “X-Japan” coupled with the strategy “Advocacy” by the young.  If there is a strategy
that gives more pay-off than the strategy “X-Japan,” we will be witnessing a move of the optimal
pairing of the strategies by the two gadgets.
As for the linguistic tendency founded upon the culture, we have game-theoretic relationships
among the movement of our tongues and that of our jaws.  In a situation, e.g., when we are
talking to a large audience, we will be moving our jaws as a main articulator of the vowels of
Japanese, while in a very little and informal circle of communication, we would not move our
jaws and the tongues may play the main articulating role.  The game-theoretic pay-off matrices
are illustrated as follows:
(6) Talk before a Large Audience
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Gadget A (1st Dimension)
Strategy A Strategy B Strategy C
Strategy 1 A, 1 B, 1 C, 1
Strategy 2 A, 2 B, 2 C, 2
Gadget B (2nd
Dimension)
Koizumi Meme
Policy Power X-Japan C
Disinterest 1, 1 2, 2 3, 3
Advocacy 3, 2 3, 4○ 5, 5 ◎
The Young
Meme (Movement of the Tongue)
Small Large
Large 5, 5 ◎ 1, 4
Small 1, 1 3, 3
Meme
(Movement 
of the Jaw)
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It is virtually impossible to pronounce vowels with small movement of the tongue and jaw.  In
the occasion of informal speech in a small circle, we have the following matrix:
(7) 
We may identify this situation as an economy of articulatory energy.  Note that there is an
explicit shift of the pairings of the strategies in (7) contrasted with (6).
Note that the variations in the combined effects of more than one meme could be interpreted
to be a sort of cultural changes, which implies that our game-theoretic framework to account for
the changes is able to capture what we may call evolution of culture.  The next section takes up
this question on the notion of evolution of culture.
4. Cultures and the Human Selection
The present section reinterprets the place of human language, putting it in the environment
of selection in the sense of Darwin and Wallace (1958:52):
(8) Considering the infinitely various methods which living beings follow to obtain food by
struggling with other organisms, to escape danger at various times of life, to have their eggs
or seeds disseminated, &c. &c., I cannot doubt that during millions of generations individuals
of a species will be occasionally born with some slight variation, profitable to some part of
their economy. Such individuals will have a better chance of surviving, and of propagating
their new and slightly different structure; and the modification may be slowly increased by
the accumulative action of natural selection to any profitable extent. The variety thus formed
will either coexist with, or, more commonly, will exterminate its parent form. An organic
being, like the woodpecker or misseltoe, may thus come to be adapted to a score of
contingences-natural selection [Underline-YT] accumulating those slight variations in all parts
of its structure, which are in any way useful to it during any part of its life.
Living creatures are in an environment that includes mutually repulsive elements.  On the
one hand, living creatures are always slightly changing to achieve slight variations from
generation to generation, due to the inexact processes of copying of genetic information by
DNA, the atom of genetic variations.2 On the other hand, a horde of living creatures could be
stable with respect to their biological strategies: Adopting the basic insights of Game Theory,
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Meme (Movement of the Tongue)
Small Large
Large 3, 3 1, 4
Small 1, 1 5, 5 ◎
Meme
(Movement 
of the Jaw)
2 Darwin (1859) carefully examines the categorizations with respect to the alleged dichotomy of “varieties” and
“species,” referring to Wallace’s researches on insects and birds in Brazil and Malay Archipelago.  In this vein, I
would like to refer to the possibility that the linguistic varieties, which we may call dialectal variations, can be
accounted by the change of order of gadgets in the hierarchy in tandem with some specifiable compensatory
grammatical phenomena.  As for this argumentation, readers are referred to Takahashi (to appear).  
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3 We observe a similar course of argumentation concerning the reverse-engineering and domestication of religions
by human beings in Daniel Dennett’s talk in TED in February 2006: A Secular, Scientific rebuttal to Rick Warren.
4 The processes are often observed in instances of what is called wakamono kotoba (speech of the young).
5 http://www.voanews.com/specialenglish/archive/2007-11/2007-11-06-voa1.cfm
Maynard-Smith (1982) introduced a biological interpretation of Evolutionarily Stable Strategy to
account for the fact that in a certain circumstance where an equilibrium in the sense of John
Nash is fixed in a population of agents, the principle of natural selection alone is enough to
prevent alternative strategies from successfully invading into the circumstance.  Thus, if we
may assume that cultures have such a trait as depicted below:
(9) Cultures are one of the environmental factors that visibly or invisibly affect human behaviors,
including communicative behaviors.
The consequence would be as follows:
(10) Human beings and their traits are the objects of selection by affective environments.
The inference in (10) directly implies the following proposition:
(11) Certain portions of human communicative behaviors are selected by refurbished cultures or
by racial infringement, including language and speech, the cumulative results of which we
may call the evolution of language.
We assume that human language as we now observe evolved from some language or pseudo-
language of primordial stages of human beings and by some reverse-engineering of the human
language of the primordial stages it has been domesticated to be an ingeniously effective
language that facilitates our communications among humans, depending upon the registers in
which it is spoken.3 In fact, we are still reverse-engineering our individual languages and their
universal properties, without even knowing what we are doing, while we are witnessing not
only those refurbishing processes of cultures that involve the phonology, syntax, and semantics
of language,4 but also the inhuman racial infringements of language in nations in Africa,
especially after World War II.
An article from Voice of America, “Worldwide, a Language Dies Every Two Weeks,” points out
varieties of indigenous categorizations of events and objects in the real world:5
(12) Each language also shows how a culture organizes information. For example, one word in
the native language Carrier spoken in British Colombia [sic-YT] means “he gives me an
object like the fruit blueberries.” In the Nivkh language of Siberia, each number can be said
twenty-six different ways based on the object being counted. And, in one language in
Botswana, there are three main kinds of plants and animals: edible “eat-things”, harmful “bite-
things” and “useless things.”
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6 However, I will not intend to make any comment on the adequacy of Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis.  Readers are
referred to Pinker (1994) as for the “Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax.”
A caveat is that an apparent careless confusion is hidden in the use of the words “culture”
and “language” in the passage, although the article explicitly illustrates the indigenous varieties
of linguistic categorizations.6
Any highly enriched cultural diversities and revisions would endorse verbalizations of
categorizations and concomitant lexical complexities, so that the cultural enhancement would be
a cause of, though minute, linguistic changes. Thus, we may arrive at a proposition that follows:
(13) Evolution of Language by Cultural Selection
Some forms of linguistic varieties would survive and be selected by cultural enrichment or
impoverishment through a series of generations.
The thesis in (13) does not commit itself to any sort of historicism on culture, or to any
concept of cultural evolution or development.
5. Summary
Adopting a game-theoretic methodology, we have tried to give a conceptually necessary
explanation for foundational stones for consilience of the sciences of language, culture and
humanity.  The methodology is applicable to some dynamic processes in language variations,
which implies that it is capable to providing explanations for the possible notion of the evolution
of language.  We have articulated an idea of “evolution of language by cultural selection,” by
which we mean that cultural changes cause the extinction and birth of varieties of language.  A
significant corollary of our approach, viewed from the theory of linguistics, is that we are able to
give an alternative to the Optimality Theory (henceforth, OT), which declares to abandon any
reference to the process of derivation in linguistic theory.  Our alternative to OT apparently has
a firm foundation that is broader in the range of explanation that it gives.
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